Abstract
Introduction
Along with the economic globalization and the development of national economy, logistics industry gets a great development. Because our logistics system is faultiness, since 2005, the ratio of logistics cost accounting for Chinese gross domestic product (GDP) has been around 18% which is higher than Europe, America and other developed countries (which is around 10%) [1] . In logistics system, a good distribution path can drive to get a better transport result, save resources and reduce cost efficiently. So far, the problem of logistics distribution path optimization has been a popular study point.
At present, the algorithms which are applied in logistics distribution path optimization mainly include ant colony algorithm (ACO) [2] , genetic algorithm (GA) [3] , particle swarm optimization (PSO) [4] and simulated annealing algorithm (SA) [5] and so on. Contrasting the algorithms mentioned above, based on biological evolution, GA starts searching from group and it can compare multiple individuals at the same time. In other words, GA has potential parallelism and high overall. According to these advantages, GA is a good choice for logistics distribution path optimization.
GA was first presented by J.Holland in 1975 [6] . Except the advantages above, "earlymaturing" is the weakness of GA [7] [8] and it can lead logistics distribution path not achieving optimal. To cure above problems, Ombuki [9] present a hybrid Tabu-search/GA algorithm. The number of vehicles was optimized by GA and the distance was optimized by Tabu-search algorithm. The hybrid algorithm can obtain a better result than anyone of Tabu-search and GA. Tseng [10] introduced the probability theory into GA. The probability was regard as a parameter which was used to adjust crossover and mutation model. In the meantime, a two-way method was applied in global optimization search.
Taking aim at the problems of long distribution path and time by using GA to optimize distribution path, this paper introduces kruskal algorithm into GA. The delivery distance and customer satisfaction which are regard as objective function are present into this new method. According to vehicle routing problem (VRP) model, order terminal distribution model which is used to verify the proposed method is structured. So, this method can be accomplished in the distribution model.
Multi-Objective Logistics Distribution Path Optimization

Objective Function
Total distribution distance objective function: in logistics system, delivery paths are the routes of vehicles. The length decides the distribution quality and cost. So the total distribution distance is the prior objective function for optimizing.
Customer satisfaction objective function: on the premise of the minimum total distribution distance, customer satisfaction is a very important indicator. It can influence the clients directly and then the competition ability and economic benefit of enterprises [11] .
In express logistics industries, Customer satisfaction is mainly decided by the arrival time of goods. Customer satisfaction objective function () ii Ft is shown in (2).
(1) 
Kruskal Algorithm
Kruskal algorithm is a kind of greedy algorithm. It builds a minimum cost spanning tree by adding one edge to the cost spanning tree at every turn. Namely, kruskal algorithm can achieve global optimization according to local optimal choice [12] . Suppose that WN= (V, {E}) is a connected net which includes n peaks. Then, the process of building minimum spanning tree (MST) using kruskal algorithm can be described as follows.
① Build a sub graph which only includes n peaks and its frontier sets are empty; ② Find one edge with the smallest weight from the frontier set E of the sub graph. If the two peaks of the edge are belonging to different trees, add the edge to the sub graph; ③ If the two peaks are part of one tree, give up this edge. Then find the next edge with smallest weight and repeat ② and ③ until there are n-1 edges in sub graph. 
Terminal Distribution Model
In this paper, combining with customer satisfaction objective function and VPR model, the terminal distribution model, which includes a distribution center and multiple distribution terminals, is established. The VRP model can be described as this: in this model, some trucks which have a fixed load are used to deliver cargoes from logistics center to different destinations, and every destination has not only a fixed position but also different demands for goods [13] . In order to make the objective function minimum or maximum and to meet the following constraint conditions, the path ought to be conFigured reasonably. The constraint conditions are described as below.
① In some distribution path, the total requirements of destinations should be less than lorries` total loads; ② The length of some distribution path should be shorter than the maximum mileages of vehicles; ③ Every destination's requirements should be met and the goods should be delivered by a truck only. ④ During the distribution, every destination should be reached once. After that, cars can go back to distribution center.
Kruskal Crossover Genetic Algorithm (KCGA)
Because basic GA is easy to converge, when distribution path are optimized by this method, a problem that the calculated path are always too long appears. Kruskal is a greedy algorithm which establishes the final minimum spanning tree by adding an edge into the spanning tree every time, and it has the characteristic that global optimization can be achieved through local optimization. Thus, in this paper, the algorithm is introduced into the crossover operator of basic GA to increase the diversity of population. Further, it is used to assure that the algorithm can find out the optimum of individuals during the cross operation and to solve the premature convergence problem in basic GA.
The flow chart of KCGA is shown as Figure Similarly, SB is obtained by combining FB and FA2 ⑤ Introduce SA and SB into the rest of basic GA to get the optimal solution by iteration. Where step ② is achieved by the following pseudo codes. a. FB2=（144748）; //Establish the minimum spanning tree. Based on kruskal to examine every edge of FB1, conditions of （1，4） and （4，7）are introduced first. When condition (1, 7) is introduced, the rules of minimum spanning tree cannot be met. Therefore, instead of giving up edge (1, 7), we use the algorithm to search for next one (4, 8) . As a result, the minimum spanning tree is established by adding the new edge (4, 8 However, after add kruskal algorithm to the basic GA crossover operator, increased the overall complexity of the algorithm, and the corresponding algorithm run time consuming also increased. Therefore, this paper makes a further optimized to KCGA by the following methods, which will effectively reduce the algorithm running time consuming.
① Control algorithm computation. Initial kruskal crossover extracts a random length of the parent application kruskal algorithm. It is likely to take the long gene segments of the parent generation (e.g. more than 60% of the length). Thus, by the method of controlling the length of the gene, which take no more than 20% of the total length of genes when the number of terminal city point is smaller (the number of terminals city point below 50), take no more than 10% of the total length of genes when the number of terminal city point is greater (the number of terminals city point above 50). It is in order to effectively control the computational of algorithm.
② Add initial population elitist strategy and offspring elite strategy. a. Initial population elite strategy is initialize the initial population for many times, take out the n individual in the top initialize objective function values every time as the final part of the initialization population, constitute the final initial population the after repeated many times. For example, if the initial population is set to 50 units, it cans initialization by 10 times, reserve the 5 units in the top objective function value, and constitute the final initialization population after repeat 10 times.
b. The strategy of offspring elite is after selection, crossover and mutation operation, retain the best unit. This unit does not participate in crossover and mutation operation of the next generation, which only participates in the choice computing of the next generation. It is in order to accelerate the algorithm convergence rate.
Therefore, KCGA pseudo code as follows. Begin ① The population is divided into three equal sub-populations according to the number of objective function.
② Assigned an objective function to each group. ③ New population will complete crossover and mutation operations after each subobjective function complete selection operation independently in their corresponding subgroups .
④ Iterative to get optimal path.
Experimental Results and Analysis
Comparative Experiment of Using Basic GA and KCGA to Solve the Order Terminal Distribution Model, Which Makes the Distribution Distance as the Objective Function
Build the order terminal distribution model in one distribution center and different terminal points. Make the distribution distance as the objective function, and use the basic GA and KCGA to solve this model ten times. At last, the result of the experiment will be analyzed.
The operation parameters of the two algorithms set as follows. The two algorithms are added with initial population elite strategy and offspring elite retention policy.
The location of test city point and the number of orders are generated by random. The population size is 50. The evolution algebra is 100. The crossover probability is 0.8. The mutation probability is 0.1. The distribution vehicle load restraint is 250kg. The distribution vehicle distance constraints are 80km. The experiments were conducted on an Intel 2.17GHZ Windows 7 platform with 2GB RAM, and algorithm is implemented in MATLAB. The experimental results are shown in Table 1 . Table 1 show that the two algorithms were run 10 times, compared with basic GA, the run time of KCGA takes a slightly higher (higher than the range of 10%-80%). However, when comparing the results of the optimal distance and the average distance in this ten times, KCGA is not inferior to GA. For example, with 15 terminal city points, the average distance that solved by KCGA was reduced by 5.35%, and the optimal distance was reduced by 0.88%. When there are 30 terminal city points, the average distance that solved by KCGA was reduced by 8.58%, and the optimal distance was reduced by 8.81%. When there are 50 terminal city points, the average distance that solved by KCGA was reduced by 6.56%, the optimal distance was reduced by 8.82%. When there are 75 terminal city points, the average distance that solved by KCGA was reduced by 6.18%, the optimal distance was reduced by 7.79%.
Experiment of Using Basic GA and KCGA to Solve the Order Terminal Distribution Model, which Makes the Distribution Distance and Customer Satisfaction as the Objective Function
Order terminal distribution model is built by a distribution center and fifteen terminal cities. Where, distribution center is located in [8, 8] , the quality of each accessory is randomly generated from 0 to 10 kilogram, the rated load and speed of vehicles are 400kg and 30km/h (0.5km/min), and the server time of distribution vehicle is 15 minutes in each distribution point, and the rest of parameters are consistent with the previous section experiment. Experiments are performed with KCGA is applied into the model. The experiments were conducted on an Intel 2.17GHZ Windows 7 platform with 2GB RAM, and algorithm is implemented in MATLAB. Results are showed as follows. Combining Figure 3 , 4 and the experiment results, we could found that the distribution distance and customer satisfaction are lower than the single optimal value when the comprehensive objective function optimal. However, another objective function value is lower than the result of comprehensive objective function optimal when the single objective function is optimal. Therefore, distribution path will be closer to the real situation when the customer satisfaction objective function is added, and the distribution plan of three different advantages can be provided.
Distribution Path Optimization Experiment Under Virtual Logistics System
Logistics space model is composed by a logistics center of tier one city, a distribution center of secondary city, and a logistics distribution point of terminal city. In addition, order generate model, storage model, transport and terminal distribution model are essential for the simple model of virtual logistics system. This model is implemented in MATLAB/GUI.
The operating principles are defined as follows: orders are distributed from a starting point, and sending these orders to the distribution center, which is belonging to the city of order creation. Then, these orders will be delivered from distribution center to the previous level that is logistics center. After all kinds of orders have been processed and classified, sending each order to the corresponding logistics center of destination city. Next, delivering orders from logistics center to the next level that is distribution center. At last, each order will arrive to their destination thorough distribution center. Where, order terminal distribution module is belongs to the simple model of virtual logistics system, and the successful delivery of orders from secondary city to the terminal city is the main function for the module.
Configure the system parameters and generate the city architecture. Architecture generated Figure of the system main interface as shown in Figure 5 . As the Figure 5 shows, the dotted line in the Figure is terminal city points to secondary cities, which represents a running route between these two points. The solid line is secondary cities to tier one city and between tier one cities, it also represents a running route. Run the system and enter the terminal distribution module, random selection on January 2, 9th secondary city for testing. The test results are shown in Figure 6 . As the Figure 6 shows, the distribution module can provide three kinds of distribution plan as follow. The first is the shortest distribution path, second is the highest customer satisfaction, and the last is comprehensive distribution. In Figure 6 (a), choose the first distribution plan, the distribution distance is 40.61km and the customer satisfaction is 0.2010. In Figure 6 (b), choose the second distribution plan, the distribution distance is 203.55km and the customer satisfaction is 0.8211. In Figure 6 (c), choose the last distribution plan, the distribution distance is 40.92km and the customer satisfaction is 0.4733. The experimental results are same as the experimental 3.2 shows, which the algorithm is proved effective.
Conclusion
Taking aim at the problems of long distribution routes and time by using basic GA to optimize multi-objective logistics distribution path, this paper use the distance and distance related customer satisfaction factor as the objective function, and introduces kruskal algorithm into basic GA to achieve the optimizing multi-objective logistics distribution path. At last, to test the optimization results, the terminal distribution model and the virtual logistics system operating model are built. Experiment results show that, compared with basic GA, the run time of KCGA takes a slightly higher. But the average distribution distance and the best distribution distance are reduced by 6%-8%. Achieve the goal of multi-objective logistics distribution path optimization.
